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ABSTRACT With the exponential rise in government and private health-supported schemes, the number of
fraudulent billing cases is also increasing. Detection of fraudulent transactions in healthcare systems is an
exigent task due to intricate relationships among dynamic elements, including doctors, patients, and services.
Hence, to introduce transparency in health support programs, there is a need to develop intelligent fraud
detection models for tracing the loopholes in existing procedures, so that the fraudulent medical billing
cases can be accurately identified. Moreover, there is also a need to optimize both the cost burden for
the service provider and medical benefits for the client. This paper presents a novel process-based fraud
detection methodology to detect insurance claim-related frauds in the healthcare system using sequence
mining concepts. Recent literature focuses on the amount-based analysis or medication versus disease
sequential analysis rather than detecting frauds using sequence generation of services within each specialty.
The proposed methodology generates frequent sequences with different pattern lengths. The confidence
values and confidence level are computed for each sequence. The sequence rule engine generates frequent
sequences along with confidence values for each hospital’s specialty and compares them with the actual
patient values. This identifies anomalies as both sequences would not be compliant with the rule engine’s
sequences. The process-based fraud detection methodology is validated using last five years of a local
hospital’s transactional data that includes many reported cases of fraudulent activities.

INDEX TERMS Fraudsters, health insurance, healthcare, medical benefits, premium, sequence mining.

I. INTRODUCTION
The aim of healthcare ecosystems is to provide quality health-
care services which are business entities, such as set of
medicines, tests, or procedures conducted during patients’
treatment. In health informatics, information technology
resources are applied to solve healthcare-related issues. Busi-
ness Intelligence helps in making business-related decisions
based on historical results. Worldwide, most governments
are supporting their citizens by introducing medical support
programs. Such medical support schemes give relief to their
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citizens. Moreover, many large enterprises and companies
offer medical benefits coverage to their employees via insur-
ance policies. In such cases, enterprises paymassive premium
amounts, and employees get healthcare services. However,
there is a long list of healthcare service quality issues among
which the top of the list is healthcare fraud.

Healthcare fraud is the main obstacle in achieving medical
benefit optimization. It is the broader term for three concepts:
Fraud, Waste, Abuse (FWA) and an intentional act of getting
unauthorized benefits. A doctor can prescribe unnecessary
medicines and laboratory tests to increase hospital revenue;
this is an example of waste. Similarly, a pharmacist who
charges both patients and insurance companies for the same
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prescription is commencing a fraud. The pharmacist commits
healthcare abuse if he/she receives prescription for a partic-
ular brand, and enters that medicine brand into the computer
system to charge the insurance company, while in reality,
he/she gives cheaper brand medicine to the patient. Many
such deceptive acts come under the generic description of
healthcare FWA.

Healthcare has become a significant source of financial
expenditure in most countries. According to National Health-
care Anti-Fraud Association (NHCAA), healthcare fraud
causes loss in the tens of billions of dollars annually [1].
One of the reasons organizations face critical losses is that
they pay a considerable amount as a premium to insurance
companies. The employees are not availing their complete
sum insured amount. We note that the sum insured in health
insurance denotes the maximum amount for a particular
year payable by the insurance company to the insuree (or
employee) in case of hospitalisation. Moreover, big or small
sum insured amount also results in healthcare frauds. It is
critically important for organizations or enterprises to analyze
their employees’ needs before selecting insurance policies for
their employees.

Rising health expenditures for patient treatment force
hospitals to introduce new approaches for efficient health-
care services delivery. Medical benefit optimization is the
best solution for this emerging problem. Providers like doc-
tors, hospitals, or enterprises, perform medical benefit opti-
mization with the help of data analytics to optimize their
healthcare service quality and financial performance. During
the optimization, the special focus is on anomaly or fraud
detection. The overall scope of this research is described in
Figure 1.

FIGURE 1. Overall scope of the research.

This paper provides a considerable understanding of recur-
ring patient visits to each specialty (department) and the
extraction of patients visit patterns. These patterns create
awareness among doctors and hospital management regard-
ing possible medical services on subsequent patient visits
in each specialty {cardiology, dentistry, neurology, urology
etc}. It also enables service providers to take preventive
actions in the case of anomalous behavior. The proposed
methodology can analyze more than 60 specialties of a
hospital and can predict the separate set of sequences for
each specialty. With the help of time series traces and
prefixspan algorithm, the sequence rule engine is generated,

based sequences of different pattern length and frequency,
that helps in identifying misutilization of healthcare services.
This research would be beneficial for improving the quality
of healthcare services.

A. RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS
Our main contributions in this article are as follows:
• This paper proposes a sequence mining-based novel
architecture for detecting fraudulent transactions in
healthcare systems.

• This paper provides a considerable understanding of
recurring patient visits to each specialty department) and
the extraction of patients visit patterns.

• The patient visit patterns extracted in this research help
create awareness among doctors and hospital manage-
ment regarding possible medical services on subsequent
patient visits in each specialty. This also enables service
providers to take preventive actions in the case of anoma-
lous behavior.

• The proposed fraud detection methodology can analyze
more than 60 specialties of a hospital and can predict the
separate set of sequences for each specialty.

• A significance of using patient time series traces is that
we can get healthcare utilization details of each patient.
With the help of time series traces and sequence mining
algorithm, the sequence rule engine (knowledge base)
is generated based on the sequences with different pat-
tern length, which aids in determining the utilization of
healthcare services.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II discusses the research gaps in literature related
to detecting fraudulent transactions in healthcare systems.
Section III elucidates motivation for this work. Recent
research works in detecting fraudulent transactions in health-
care systems are summarized in Section IV. Section V
presents the proposed software design and architecture for
fraud detection. Section VI elaborates the proposed method-
ology for detecting frauds in real-time. Section VII presents
detailed results and analysis of these results. Conclusions
are provided in Section VIII. Finally, Section IX presents
limitation of current study, and provide directions for future
research in this area.

II. GAP ANALYSIS
After conducting a detailed review of the related literature,
we conclude that many authors have proposed solutions
for fraud detection in healthcare and have also applied the
data-mining, specificallymachine-learning algorithms. Large
numbers of fraud detection research projects are successfully
conducted worldwide from local to national levels to control
healthcare fraud. The research projects vary in data sets,
healthcare frauds, analysis scale and techniques. Based on
reviewed recent literature, fraud detection framework and
methodology provides opportunities for exploring more effi-
cient solutions for following issues while performing fraud
detection :
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1) Many research considers the clinical processes or dis-
ease correlations with medications to detect fraud for a
particular disease.

2) Most of the existing studies use the domain knowledge
to make the knowledge base, but there is a need for
a system that can learn knowledge from the historical
medical records using machine learning techniques.
Frauds can be easily classified using such a self-learned
knowledge base.

3) Most of the previous research is based on the financial
analysis for detecting fraudulent activities, but there
is a need for research that identifies anomalies using
the association/linkages among healthcare ecosystem
elements.

4) The payment-based analysis is utilized to detect
patient-level frauds, and medication/disease associa-
tions are analyzed for detecting doctor-level frauds.
The most critical element missing in all these recent
research is service, either provided or availed.

5) In general medicine, many research projects are based
on predicting patients’ demands. Moreover, less focus
is on the patient’s behavior. There is a dire need to
analyze the sequence of services that a patient avails
from the hospital’s specific specialty.

6) Healthcare Fraud cannot be effectively detected with-
out studying patients’ sequences of services availed
from different specialties.

There are many research projects on prediction, analysis,
and evaluation of healthcare services, healthcare operations,
and resources. Many studies are based on machine learning
algorithms for increasing healthcare services efficiency, and
it seems that the trend of applying machine learning in the
healthcare industry is increasing. The increasing cost in the
healthcare industry can be handled by controlling frauds and
preventing frauds. The fraud can only be controlled if it is
detected at the right time. Once the fraud is detected, it is
necessary to isolate it.

III. MOTIVATION
The detection of healthcare frauds is a non-trivial task and the
designed system must be able to detect and isolate medical
frauds on the spot. According to the Indiana Manufacturers
Association and We Ask America’s first public poll (Jan-
uary 2019), the reason for high hospital costs are healthcare
frauds, as shown in Figure 2. The rising number of healthcare
fraudulent cases has forced the healthcare insurance industry
to incorporate data analytics for healthcare fraud detection
and prevention. This has caused the medical data analyt-
ics market to grow rapidly [2]. According to the National
Healthcare Anti-Fraud Association, the annual cost of health
insurance fraud in the United States is approximately USD
80 billion.

Now a days, governments are spending massive amount of
money in healthcare and a lot of capital is being allocated,
especially in developing and low-income countries. Accord-
ing to the World Health Organization (WHO) 2016 report,

the annual rise in the healthcare provision cost in develop-
ing countries is around 6%, which is greater than the 4%
in developed countries. However, Pakistan is spending only
3% of its gross domestic product (GDP) on the education
sector, health, and nutrition. According to the World Bank
report (April 2017), this figure is significantly less than other
countries. In Pakistan, unfortunately, the healthcare sector is
one of the most neglected sector. Since the last decade, the
government allocates 0.5pc to 0.8pc of its GDP for the health
sector, which is less than theWHO benchmark (6pc of GDP).
A few years back, Dr. Fateh M Khan, former director-general
of Health Services in Sindh [3], suggested there should be
some correlation between services and their corresponding
specialist.

In most countries, including Pakistan, the government
has just initiated health support programs through several
national-level initiatives. One of these initiatives is the estab-
lishment of the PrimeMinister Task Force on IT and Telecom
in 2018 to lay down the foundation of the data standards
and annotations for incorporating the state-of-the art plans in
healthcare service delivery to the common person. A major
area that is to be targeted is to reduce or prevent the chance
of fraudulent activities in government-supported healthcare
programs. We can achieve this by implementing different
adaptive-modeling techniques to detect fraud activities from
healthcare data. The challenges faced while establishing the
authenticity of healthcare insurance claim data are addressed.
There is a need to design a practical methodology that
can handle all these issues and distinguish regular patients
from fraudsters. Much research is carried out to identify
insurance claim frauds [4]–[7]. However, most of the prior
research focuses on either disease- and medication-related
issues, or consider one or two specialties for fraud detec-
tion. Through extensive studies of medical support programs,
we observe a dire need to analyze historical medical records
and the sequence of services that patients avail from a specific
specialty of the hospital. For example, if any false claim is
made, the patient sequence can be analyzed to detect anomaly
or fraud in the process.

IV. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
The knowledge of outlier detection algorithms is important
before the study of literature related to fraud detection. Out-
lier detection algorithms are generally classified into two
broad categories: The first class of algorithms focuses on the
identification of anomalies in individual data points and the
second class of algorithms considers the data as the sequence
in developing the model. Almost all the algorithms which
are implemented in beymani belong to the first category.
Fraud detection in real-time is only possible when the algo-
rithm generates a model which can be used for real-time
fraud detection. Proximity-based algorithms scan through the
whole database for detecting fraud, but such approaches are
not recommendable in a real-time environment [8].

Like all other industries, there is a critical need to mon-
itor the clinical care processes and funds utilization in the
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FIGURE 2. Reasons for rising healthcare costs [1].

healthcare ecosystem. The curse of fraud has covered all
industries, but its damage to healthcare is inevitable. A lot
of research have been conducted to detect fraud activities
in healthcare. Fraud detection in healthcare can be divided
into three levels. First level is fraud detection in hospital
processes, second is fraud detection in disease diagnosis, and
third is actor-level fraud detection.

A survey on recent literature shows that the trend of appli-
cation of machine learning and statistical approaches for
analyzing healthcare processes is increasing rapidly. In [9], a
framework based on clinical pathways for automatic gen-
eration of fraud detection models is proposed. The analy-
sis is performed on National Health Insurance (BNHI) in
Taiwan. The model detected 69% frauds correctly but unable
to detect cases with overdoses of medicines. In [10], graph
theory-based analysis is conducted to identify fraud andwaste
cases in healthcare records. The Narcotics Relation Graph
is created which is based on the three main entities doc-
tor, patient, and pharmacy. The case of referral networks
is also considered in which nodes are the providers. The
links between nodes represent the number of referral between
the two nodes. The heterogeneous graphs are created for
understanding complex relationships among these entities.
These relationships are used to detect millions of anomalous
cases and results in recovery of funds. In [11], fraud detec-
tion via geographical analysis using clustering algorithms is
performed. The goal of this research is to detect fraud cases
by infusion therapy providers in medicare. The main clinical
processes for performance improvement are studied in [12].
Patient care logs for analyzing patient care and treatment
patterns. Then, density based clustering is applied to create
model for detecting anomalies. From all these researches,
it is clearly understood that fraud detection is important for
the performance improvement of hospital processes. Data
mining-based analysis technique analysis helps to detect
fraud. In [13], detailed survey is provided on techniques used
for fraud detection using medicare datasets.

In [14], the fraud detection model is proposed and
disease-drug based relationship is used to identify outliers.
The k-means and isolation forest algorithms are used on
different datasets and it is identified that isolation forests
perform better than k-means clustering for the model. In [15],
the disease-based outliers are used to detect the fraud-related
activities. The statistical rules are used to detect disease-based
and period-based outlier which considered all the outliers as
frauds. Most of the researches related to anomaly detection
in healthcare have considered the clinical processes for a
particular disease and utilized prior knowledge and applied
the unsupervised models [16] [17]. In [18], [19], frameworks
for fraud detection are proposed, and the focus of the authors
is on the correlation of medicines, diseases, and patients.
Frauds are detected by assigning weights to highly correlated
data. Many authors have utilized graph theory to connect the
entities, i-e, patients, diseases, and medicines. A correlation
between the reference set (the actual knowledge) and the
candidate set (the extracted knowledge) is proposed. The
main problem is the availability of data. Most of the times,
the studies are supplemented with the prior knowledge of the
medicines that were being used for the various diseases.

Many researchers proposed actor-level fraud detection
models for detecting frauds related to providers or patients.
The provider-level fraud has a more critical effect on
the healthcare expenditure as compared to patient-level
fraud [20]. In [21], the unsupervised Bayesian hierarchi-
cal based methods are used for detecting frauds in medical
claims. Information related to patients, doctors, and the bills
are contained in themedical claims. The hierarchical model is
used to detect hidden patterns existing between providers and
medical procedures. In [22], provider’s prescription patterns
are used for detecting prescriber-related-drug frauds. Topic
modeling is performed for detecting irrelevant or extra pre-
scriptions. It is achieved by creating topic models which are
used to group drugs with respect to the billing patterns and
then covariation with the medical specialties is performed.
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The output of this system enables the auditors to iden-
tify providers which are prescribing unnecessary medicines.
Moreover, in [23], frauds are detectedwithout considering the
providers’ and clients’ roles. Machine learning-based system
is developed that involves hierarchical processing along with
assigning the weight to actors. The expectation-maximization
clustering technique finds out the related groups of the actors.
The main issue is that types of frauds are already defined
using storyboards in this research. In [24], the rational treat-
ment model for some diseases using graph mining and fre-
quent pattern mining techniques is proposed. The copying
prescription problem is also dealt for assessing the doc-
tors’ trustworthiness which is one of the critical metrics for
detecting fraud at the provider level. In most of the previous
research, not all the actors are considered in the analysis,
whereas fraud is the joint act of multiple healthcare actors.
Analysis based on the association among these actors remains
neglected.

In [25], the detailed evaluation of machine learning algo-
rithms in the health insurance industry is performed and it
is suggested that random forest algorithm is more effective
with detection rate of 23.8 as compared to other approaches.
In [26] and [27], the role of statistical and data mining tech-
niques is discussed; with these techniques, hidden informa-
tion from the historical data can be extracted and analyzed.
Machine learning techniques learn from the existing data
and use the learned knowledge for future decision-making.
These researches provided accurate fraud detection frame-
works based on data mining techniques. The research is
based on a detailed survey of the statistical approaches. These
approaches are still being applied to identify and classify
frauds in healthcare. Ortega et al. in [28] designed a system
which applied multi-layer perceptron neural networks on the
data of Chilean private health insurance company to detect
the fraudulent activities; the detection rate of this system is
75 frauds per month. In [29], the fraud detectionmodel which
is based on genetic support vector machines is developed. The
model detects anomalies and also classifies fraudulent health
insurance claims. The model achieved average accuracy of
87.91%. Liu and Vasarhelyi in [30] considered a cluster-
ing model which is based on the geographical location of
Medicaid service providers and clients to identify fraudulent
claims. In [31], the novel methodology is proposed in which
medical specialties are encoded by applying procedure-level
statistics. In [32], the technique based on primitive sub peer
group analysis is proposed for detection of fraudulent behav-
iors from health insurance claims in [33]. The two step
algorithm is proposed for detecting fraud cases. In first step,
feature selection (principal component analysis) is performed
followed by clustering and in the second step human decision
support system is proposed.

In [34], a framework is proposed, which introduced an
adaptable model using clinical ways for automatic fraud
detection. The structured approach is used for fraud detection.
This approach follows the clinical sequence of treatments
for patients in the gynecology department using a graph

mining algorithm. The expense feature and other features
are selected as discriminating features for performing fraud
detection. Therefore, adjustment of the model according to
the site-specific cost policies is required. In [35], the frame-
work for the fraud detection using unsupervised learning
to detect the outliers in medicaid insurance-claimed data is
proposed. Thorton et al. in [36] applied the multidimensional
data models and approaches for predicting fraudulent claims
in medicaid, and the proposed system detected fraud cases.
Many recent studies have utilized Public Use Files (PUF)
data from CMS for detecting any fraudulent activities using
the data mining techniques in [37]–[43]. All the research has
focused on ’PART- B’ of this data (PUF). Statistical tech-
niques are also used to generate decision rules, and k-means
clustering is applied on time series-based insurance claim
data to identify anomalies and outliers. Many researchers
have focused on statistical, financial data and performed ana-
lytics using various tools. Fuzzy and Neuro-fuzzy analysis is
performed in multiple types of researches for extracting inter-
esting patterns [44]–[46]. In [47], the clustering technique is
applied to identify the joint fraudsters and then the similarity
adjacency graph is used along with group mining for distin-
guishing the normal behavior from abnormal behaviors.

In [48], the association rule mining is an essential tech-
nique that generates rules for the frequently occurring items.
This technique is being utilized in many previous researches
for generating rules from the domain knowledge provided
by the domain’s experts. This technique generates the rules
out of which some are significant, and some are insignifi-
cant. The two most useful parameters to analyze the asso-
ciation rules’ strength are namely: confidence and support
[49]–[51]. The characteristics like uniqueness, understand-
ability, applicability, and reliability for assessing the gener-
ated rules are discussed in [52]. Ou-Yang et al. in [53], have
performed association rule mining on doctors prescriptions.
Table 1 compares the existing state of the art designs that are
proposed to detect actor-level frauds in healthcare systems.

After the review of the literature related to the three levels
of fraud detection in healthcare, we are going to discuss fraud
detection systems which are recently used in other industries.
In [55], a detailed survey is performed on the supplementation
of fraud detection systems in many other industries. In [56],
fraud detection model using prudential multiple consensus
model is developed, for detecting fraudulent transactions in
E-commerce industry. The model is validated on real world
dataset which contains high degree of imbalance data and
results of validation shows that the ensemble model outper-
forms the other state of the art models. In [57], a novel LSTM
based approach is proposed in which the learned sequen-
tial embedding, are used for the classifications of fraudu-
lent behavior within telecommunication datasets. Extensive
experiments on telecom data shows that this approach per-
forms better than existing sequence embedding methods.
In [58], Random forest, J48 and Naïve Bayes are applied to
predict fake claims in automobile insurance and also simpli-
fies the calculation of premium amounts based on previous
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TABLE 1. Overview of existing actor-level fraud detection systems.

financial details for different customers. The results show
that random forest false claim prediction is more accurate as
compared to other two classifiers. In [59], the fraud detection
system is proposed which consists of two stages. In first
stage, genetic algorithm based Fuzzy C-Means clustering is
performed for identifying fraudulent cases. Then, identified
anomalous samples are further verified by supervised learners
namely Decision Tree (DT), Support VectorMachine (SVM),
Group Method of Data Handling (GMDH) and Multi-Layer
Perceptron (MLP). In [60], a similarity graph and page rank
algorithm are applied for detecting provider level frauds.
Similarity graph between the prescriptions of doctors of same
specialty are created and then page rank algorithm is utilized
to detect anomalies. The focus of these studies is to detect
fraud mostly by performing financial analysis and only a
few focused on actors connectivity details (telecommunica-
tion Industry). There is a need for research that focuses on
actors associations details instead of financial analysis. It is
observed that none of the system is able to detect all types of
actor-level frauds.

Various researches have been conducted on health exami-
nation procedures. Such studies have attracted more attention
as compared to studies that were conducted to predict patient
behavior patterns. Data mining techniques and algorithms
for predicting diseases and for analyzing medical records are
presented in [61]–[63]. Sequential pattern mining is used in
the medical field to identify frequent patterns or behaviors.
In [64], Ohara et al. have utilized sequential pattern mining
for prediction of serum anti-Müllerian hormone (AMH) in
women aged above 40. According to most of the previous
research studies, sequential pattern mining and association
rule mining, both methods are suitable for patient data anal-
ysis. Sequential pattern mining used sequential data as the
input, whereas association rule mining generates associa-
tion among features to predict future visits. Ou-Yang et al.
in [65], have combined both these methods for predicting
patients future visits. Knowledge is extracted by searching
out relationships between doctors, patients, pharmacies, and
insurance claims. Based on extracted knowledge, anoma-
lous relationships are identified. The case study of Chinese
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healthcare insurance claim is considered. Users’ relation-
ships are not possible as users can enter their claims on a
single platform, and there is no possibility of interactions
with other stakeholders (doctors, pharmacies, insurance com-
panies, etc.). Camouflage behaviors are not easy to detect;
using above mentioned approaches, temporal data mining
can fulfill this purpose. Continuous time series data analysis
are conducted for detecting frauds in [66]–[69]. Some recent
studies are conducted to analyse discrete event-based sequen-
tial data, presented in [70]–[72]. The sequence of physician
orders is used to perform temporal sequence analysis. In [73],
Medicare database is used for fraud detection is proposed
and train-test methodology performs perfectly in cross val-
idation. The fraud detection in [74] is performed by adopting
proactive strategies based on fourier transform and wavelet
transform. The data is moved to the new domain where it can
be analyzed easily and properly. In In [75], mobile healthcare
claim frauds detection using SSIsomap activity clustering
method is presented. Isomap is a method used to embed
graph into Euclidean distance space. The algorithm named
Semi-Supervised Isomap, is developed to further enhance
the Isomap method. The behavioral pattern recognition is
performed by using above mentioned algorithm. The results
shows that this method is 50% more effective as compared
to existing methods. Jurgovsky et al. in [76], have utilized
the concept of sequence classification for detecting credit
card fraud. The long and short term recurrent neural net-
work is used to accumulate spending history of credit card
holder. Later feature engineering is used for feature aggre-
gation. The anomalous transactions are discriminated from
genuine transactions by using the proposed methodology.
The classification results are compared with random forest
classifier results, and this methodology has proven to be more
effective.

In [77], the unbalanced distribution of data is the major
issue that decreases the performance of machine learning
algorithms while detecting frauds is addressed. The three
dimensional similarity metrics based approach namely trans-
action global similarity metric, feature local similarity met-
ric and feature global similarity metric, is developed to
handle the imbalance classification problem. In [78], heart
disease, breast cancer and autism spectrum disease pro-
cedures administered to patients are analyzed but fraudu-
lent activities are detected by considering costs of these
procedures.

It is observed that none of the research is considering
patient sequences for each specialty, for detecting healthcare
frauds. Most of the researches are performing payment based
analysis.

V. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE DESIGN
In this section we present the software design and architecture
for the proposed healthcare fraud detectionmethodology. The
architecture implements the idea of the designs. and presents
the architecture in the form of two views: Use case view and
logical view.

A. USE CASE VIEW
The use cases for the proposed solution are provided below :
• Login (analyst, doctor, etc.)
• Patient transaction
• Maintain patient information
• Maintain doctor information
• Select actor for analysis
• Monitoring ratings of actors
• View performance report
• Rule editor
• Close monitoring

These use cases are initiated by the analyst, doctors, or the
investigators/management-related actors, and are depicted in
Figure 3.

FIGURE 3. Possible use cases of the designed architecture.

• Closemonitoring : This use case allows analyst to close
the monitoring process. The main actor of this use case
is the analyst . The hospital management is an actor
involved within this use case.

• Login : This use case explains how a user logs into the
healthcare benefit optimization system. The actors of
this use case are patients, doctors, registration officer
and analyst .

• Maintain doctor information : This use case allows
the registration officer to maintain doctor’s informa-
tion in the hospital registration system. This includes
updating or modifying doctors from the system.
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FIGURE 4. Layering of subsystems in the proposed architecture.

The actors of this use case are registration officer and
hospital master information system.

• Select specialty for analysis : This use case allows
analyst to select the specialty from the MIS for the
analysis. The actor starting this use case is the analyst .
The hospital Management system and MIS are actors
within the use case.

• Monitoring ratings of actor : This use case allows an
analyst and higher hospital management to monitor
transactions of actors. The MIS is an actor within the
use case.

• View performance report : This use case allows a doc-
tor to view his/her performance report for the previously
completed transactions. The actor of this use case is
doctor.

• Submit report : This use case allows an analyst to
submit doctor, service and patient rating reports for
the last few weeks. The actor in this use case is the
analyst .

• Rule editor : This use case allows the doctor to add any
new rule in his/her specialty. Knowledge base is also the
actor within this use case.

• Maintain patient information : This use case allows
the registration officer to maintain patient informa-
tion in the hospital registration system. This includes
adding or updating patients from the hospital master
information system. The actor for this use case is the
registration officer .

B. LOGICAL VIEW
1) SUBSYSTEM LAYERING
Layers provide a logical structure for the elements that are
required to devise software solutions for the specified prob-
lem. In a layered architecture, components are organized into
horizontal layers. Each layer performs a designated role. The
three-layer architecture is used in our solution. Application
layer, Business Service layer, and Middleware layer. Each
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TABLE 2. Healthcare transaction detail.

layer is only responsible for the tasks which are associated
with their role. As shown in Figure 4, the middleware layer
contains data storage for each element/ relational database
of the healthcare ecosystem. Results from all these computa-
tions are stored in the knowledge base. Similarly, the Business
service layer is responsible for the execution of rules, pack-
ages associated with the transaction. The algorithms are used
in all methodologies and related computations are performed
in this layer. It performs business logic against the data
(e.g., computation using algorithms), and sends processed
information to the Application layer. The layered logical
structure is shown in Figure 4.
There are three main elements of the healthcare ecosystem

namely patient, provider, services and each transaction in
healthcare contains details about these three elements. The
patient takes the service prescribed by the doctor. The main
need is not only to detect the fraudulent transaction but to
identify the main actor involved in performing this transac-
tion. The proposed architecture facilitates the identification of
fraudsters. Healthcare transactions involves following details
as shown in Table 2.

In Table 2, patients perform transactions that are stored
with a unique ID. The treatment/service taken by patient
is described by service_description, service_id, service_date
and service_amount. Service provider is the doctor whose
speciality is also mentioned in the transaction details. The
system context diagram is shown in Figure 5. When any
transaction is performed, it is processed by the real time trans-
action processing component. The rules from the knowledge
base are used for the evaluation of the transactions. Once the
above evaluation is done, the status of the considered element
is updated.

VI. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In the proposed design, knowledge base is created using the
healthcare transactions data. We have generated sequences of
the services. The frequent sequence algorithm prefixspan is

applied to the sequence database. The pattern length 2, 3, 4,
5, and 6 is considered. Different values of minimum support
are used according to the size of input records for each
specialty. We have generated rare sequences with probability
for each specialty. Based on all these results, we have gen-
erated a knowledge base for fraud detection. The knowledge
base is composed of multiple files with services and service
sequences of different pattern lengths for each specialty,
along with their confidence values. These files are actually
rules, and these rules are validated by the domain experts.
For each specialty these files are generated using techniques,
moreover, the number of files can be increased or decreased
depending upon the considered transaction’s sequence pat-
tern length. The confidence values of each individual and
the combination of services for the considered specialty are
further processed to compute the confidence level for each
rule. In each file, there is a different value of the threshold,
and the threshold value decreases as pattern length increases.
The weight is assigned to each type of rule file. The first
file has a weight of 60, the second has a weight value of
30, the third has a weight value of 20, and the fourth file
has a weight value of 10. The confidence values of rules are
multiplied by the assigned weight. These weight values are
configurable by the analyst/investigator. The confidence level
for each rule is computed and it will be updated with time.
The confidence value of each rule will get updated during
real-time transaction processing. When any transaction is not
found in the table then it is marked as dubious and the rating
score of that element is updated, as shown in Figure 6. The
rating score can be computed by using any other ranking
algorithm can be used as per the application requirement.

A. REAL-TIME TRANSACTION PROCESSING
The transaction is analyzed against our knowledge base.
When the transaction is taken place, the permutations of
service sequences are computed for each transaction. There
is a separate file for each type of pattern length. Each service
is matched with the first table which contains individual
services along with their confidence values. If the consid-
ered service is matched with the first table entries, then It
will be evaluated against the second table. The second table
contains two services patterns along with their confidence
values within the specified specialty. If the pattern matches
any of the entries of the second file, then the considered set
of services are evaluated against the third file which contains
sequences of three services alongwith their confidence values
in the specified specialty. If the services matched with any
of these entries, they will be evaluated against the fourth
table which contains sequences with pattern length 4. If the
sequence of services matches the sequences in our knowledge
base, it will be considered a normal transaction otherwise
will be considered dubious. All dubious transactions will be
forwarded to the analyst. If the analyst finds the transaction
normal, he can add this new sequence as a rule in the knowl-
edge base. Rule editor is provided to both analyst and doctor.
So that they can add the new rule to the knowledge base.
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FIGURE 5. Generic representation of solution.

FIGURE 6. Proposed architecture for healthcare fraud detection solution.

VII. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
This section presents the analysis to evaluate process based
methodology for the extraction or detection of fraud cases.
The transactional data is converted in to the database as shown
in Figure 7.

The tables for each element of healthcare ecosystems are
Patient, DOCTOR, SPECIALTY and SERVICE_TAKEN.
Figure 7 depicts relations among these tables and Infor-
mation about all transactions is contained in the FACT-
TABLE. The rules, which are generated in the proposed
framework, are stored in the DOCTOR_RULES table. The
transactional data is transformed into sequence database. The
relational diagram used for this methodology is depicted in

Figure 8. Input sequences in the sequence mining and pre-
diction methodology are stored in the input_sequence table.
The results of prefixspan algorithms for frequent sequences
are stored in the prefixspan_results table. The sequences’
evaluation results with frequent sequences of a sequence
rule engine are stored in prefixspan_status_result table. The
results of rare sequences and their probabilities are stored in
the rare_sequence table. The final results after detection of
frauds are stored in the detected_sequence table.

The confidence value for each service in each specialty
is computed as described in proposed methodology. Table 3
depicts confidence values for the sequences with pattern
length 2. This section presents the analysis to evaluate the
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TABLE 3. Sequences with pattern length 2.

TABLE 4. Sequences with pattern length 3.

TABLE 5. Sequences with pattern length 4.

proposedmethodology for the extraction or detection of fraud
cases. The confidence value for each service in each spe-
cialty is computed as described in proposed methodology.
Table 3 depicts confidence values for the sequences with
pattern length 2. Table 4 depicts sequences with pattern length

3 along with their confidence values. The sequences with
pattern length 4 are depicted in Table 5. The confidence level
of rules is computed by using the following equation.

Confidence level = weight ∗ confidence value (1)
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FIGURE 7. Relational database for medical fraud detection framework.

FIGURE 8. Relational diagram for sequence database.

TABLE 6. Confidence level for pattern length 2.

Further, the subset of sequences with pattern length 2 are
shown in Table 6. The confidence level for sequences with

TABLE 7. Confidence level for pattern length 3.

TABLE 8. Confidence level for pattern length 4.

TABLE 9. Services with confidence values in ophthalmologist specialty.

pattern lengths 3 and 4 are shown in Table 7 and Table 5
respectively.
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FIGURE 9. Real-time transaction processing for ophthalmologist specialty.

FIGURE 10. Permutation of availed or provided services.

After a complete description of the knowledge base design,
in the next subsection, we explain how the transaction will be
processed in real-time.

1) CASE STUDY
The transaction performed in the Ophthalmologist specialty
is considered in this section, to provide a clear understanding
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TABLE 10. Sequences of services with pattern length 2 in ophthalmologist specialty.

TABLE 11. Sequences of services with pattern length 3 in ophthalmologist specialty.

of their proposed architecture. The real-time processing of
transactions considered in this case is depicted in Figure 9.

As it is already mentioned that, permutations of ser-
vices availed in transaction are computed. The services
availed in considered case are Scan Biometry for Cataract
Surgery, Galilei Scan and OCT scan. The permutations for
the sequence mentioned are computed as shown in Figure 10.

The generated permutations are evaluated first against
single service table as shown in Table 9 From Table 10,
(A Scan Biometry for Cataract Surgery, Galilei Scan)
sequence is matched with one of the permutation. Whenever
any sequence is matched with the sequences of any table, the
confidence value of that sequence will be increased. It can
be seen from Table 9, A Scan Biometry for Cataract Surgery,
Galilei Scan and OCT scan are present in the first table. The
permutation of two services are evaluated against Table 10.

Now, the sequence with three services is matched with the
third Table 11 which contains all the sequences with pattern
length 3. It can be seen from the Table 11, sequence {A Scan
Biometry for Cataract Surgery Galilei Scan, OCT Scan} is
matched with one of the permutations which are generated
earlier. The confidence value of this sequence will be updated
in the knowledge base. In this case, we have considered only
sequences with pattern length three because the sequence
followed in the transaction is of pattern length 3. In this way,
all transactions will be processed and evaluated against the
knowledge base. Knowledge base rules confidence levels will
be updated whenever any new transaction matches with the
rule. With the help of this architecture, healthcare frauds can
be detected and handled efficiently.

VIII. CONCLUSION
Healthcare fraud involves making false statement, claims,
documentation or medical conditions to attain an illegal ben-
efit. Healthcare frauds are wide spread and growing and have
become a complex challenge that involve multiple entities
and factors. Therefore, it is essential to provide solutions for

controlling healthcare frauds. The absence of an effective
fraud detection framework hinders the provision of healthcare
services to genuine patients. This paper is an effort to address
the following problems:

1) Our basic concern is the overburdened healthcare
systems. The systems may choke and get overbur-
dened when unnecessary treatments are prescribed by
the doctors or practitioners. Such non-essential treat-
ments may lead to wastage of healthcare resources
and cause their shortage. As a result, genuine patients
are deprived of the required healthcare services or
facilities.

2) Consequences of medical frauds may range from finan-
cial frauds to other medical frauds, including identity
theft. These days complete data of the patients’ per-
sonal information is being obtained and captured in
the systems that is used by various hospitals, clinics,
and other health service providers. Consequently, con-
fidentiality of electronic healthcare records is of utmost
importance as these records may contain information
like national identity card numbers of the patients and
other confidential information that could provide a
platform to the fraudsters for planting frauds. Usually,
fraudsters may use victims’ identities for availing med-
ical services where there are similarities in fraudsters’
medical-related information like blood type, weight,
height, etc.

3) Over diagnosis of diseases may also cause physical
harm to the patients, and in some cases, this situation
may become life-threatening. For example, a patient
may deliberately be diagnosed with cancer to gain
attention and health care services more easily. How-
ever, it can cause physical harm to the patients.

4) Employer and enterprises are overburdened due to
increased premium amounts.

Existing research provides significant work on detecting
specific types of fraud, but are failed to provide us a standard
approach for detecting all types of healthcare frauds.
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The proposed methodology relies on the novel idea of ana-
lyzing patient sequences for detecting fraud at each speciality
level and for fraud detection in clinical service processes. We
have used prefix span sequence mining approach and Bayes
rule for populating frequent and rare sequences in sequence
rule engine based on sequence database of patient time series
and particular patient traces for a specific speciality. Analysis
of medical behaviors in clinical processes has led to the iden-
tification of anomalous sequences as patients deviate from
sequences contained in sequence rule engine. In other words,
we can detect sequences that deviate from frequent medical
behaviors. Once anomalous sequences are identified, they are
further analyzed to detect fraudulent cases.

In addition, various meetings have been arranged with
medical domain experts to upgrade and evaluate the proposed
methodology in clinical settings. The results of validation
of this methodology, combined with the concept that both
patient and physician can commit the fraud, have shown
that the proposed methodology is efficient and capable of
identifying fraudulent cases. constructed detection model.

IX. LIMITATION AND FUTURE WORK
The dataset we used to validate the proposed methodology
was difficult to obtain as it contains private and confidential
information of patient’s data. The dataset was in raw form and
to handle the missing and redundant information was time-
consuming. We used five years transactional dataset, but to
check the effectiveness of the framework and methodology,
larger datasets would be more useful and will show better
visualization as well as strength of proposed work in larger
perspective.
With the increase in data size, cloud computing will be
required for processing. We used age, gender, marital status,
relation, and number of visits during the design of fault detec-
tion process. The proposed methodology can be extended by
adding more features or specialty that can contribute to the
evaluation of frauds. It would reflect better and improved
performance if applied for a wider perspective. In future,
the proposed fraud detection methodology can be further
improved with the design of computerized physician order
entry system for each disease using machine learning tech-
niques. Upon finding a set of sequences for every disease,
provider level fraud detection would be more effective.
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